English
Text: Stories from other cultures: – Tales from China
 Genre : Fiction and non fiction letter
 Outcome: To write a story based on ancient Chinese Culture
and a non fiction letter
Text: Shakespeare Stories
 Genre: Playscripts
 Outcome: Write and act a play inspired by Shakespeare
Writing a poem for a Poetry Recital

Science







Investigating the force of gravity
Identify the effects of friction
Identify and explain the effects of air resistance
Identify and explain the effects of water resistance
Using pulleys and levers to life objects
Plan scientific experiments and investigations

Nanaksar Primary
School

Year 5 Topic Web
The Shang Dynasty

History

Spelling
Find out about
Punctuation
the Shang And
Dynasty
Grammar (SPAG)

Important Events
23.04.19
23.04.19 – 26.04.19
6.05.19
27.05.19 – 31.05.19

Term starts for all pupils
Every Kid Healthy Week
Bank Holiday – School Closed
Half Term Holiday




PSHE

Explore Shang Kings and Royal burials
How did the oridinary people live?
Find out about the calender events during he Shang Dynasty
How did the Shang Dynasty end?

Static Balance- small base
Good posture (head up/back straight)
Staying on line/low beam
Minimum wobble (control)
Co-ordination- Floor movement patterns
Control, fluency & rhythm and consistency



Solve number problems and practical problems
that involve all of the above
Solve addition and subtraction multi-step
problems in contexts, deciding which
operations and methods to use and why
Solve problems involving multiplication and
division, including scaling by simple fractions
and problems involving simple rates.
Write percentages as a fraction with
denominator 100, and as a decimal fraction
Solve problems which require knowing
percentage and decimal equivalents of 1/2, 1/4,
1/5, 2/5, 4/5 and fractions with a denominator
of a multiple of 10 or 25

Summer 1st Half

Art and Design Technology

Physical Education











SPAG: Commas to mark clauses, starting sentence with an expanded
“-ed” clause, indefinite pronouns, hyphens to avoid ambiguity,
developing fronted prepositional phrases, Silent letter spellings, suffix
words – ibly,ent/ence/ency, homophones, use knowledge of
morphology and etymology in spelling







Mathematics






Blue and white Chinese plate design.
Chinese writing
Collage bamboo trees
Blossom tree water colours painting

Useful Websites
English (Reading) https://www.topmarks.co.uk/englishgames/7-11-years/reading
English (Writing)
www.scootle.edu.au/ec/viewing/L1275/index.html
Maths www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/daily10






Healthy Me

Exploring Healthy and unhealthy food
Learning the Health Risks
Body Image and Relationship with Food
Healthy lifestyle

Our World
Our next project will be covering Ethics and Values in
Judaism.We will be covering the Jewish
commandments and teachings from the Torah.This
will be through discussions, debates and written
work.

Computing
To find out about communicating information
securely through an introduction to cryptography
and the science of keeping communication and
information secret. To consider what makes a secure
password.

